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eggin, lacunary Keggin, and ironII–

VI substituted Keggin polyoxometalates: the effect
of oxidation state and axial ligand on geometry,
electronic structures and oxygen transfer†

Soheila Mir, Bahram Yadollahi, * Reza Omidyan and Gholamhasan Azimi

Herein, the geometry, electronic structure, Fe–ligand bonding nature and simulated IR spectrum of a-

Keggin, lacunary Keggin, iron(II/III)-substituted and the important oxidized high-valent iron derivatives of

Keggin type polyoxometalates have been studied using the density functional theory (DFT/OPTX-PBE)

method and natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis. The effects of different Fe oxidation states (II–VI) and

H2O/OH�/O2� ligand interactions have been addressed concerning their geometry and electronic

structures. It has been revealed that the d-atomic orbitals of Fe and 2p orbitals of polyoxometalate's

oxygen-atoms contribute in ligand binding. Compared with other high valent species, the considered

polyoxometalate system of [PW11O39(Fe
VO)]4�, possesses a high reactivity for oxygen transfer.
1. Introduction

Polyoxometalates (POMs) represent a diverse class of inorganic
metal-oxide anion clusters with dened structures based on
MO6 octahedra mostly containing tungsten and/or molyb-
denum in their highest oxidation states.1–3 Owing to their
attractive structure along with chemical and electronic versa-
tility, they have found different applications in catalysis,
medicine and materials sciences.4–6 Among a wide variety of
heteropoly compounds, Keggin type POMs, [XM12O40]

n�, are the
most stable and available species. Substitution of addenda
atoms (W or Mo) in Keggins with other transition metals
generates transition metal substituted Keggin type POMs
(TMSPOMs). This type of substitution, as one of the main
source of diversity, improves redox and acid/base properties of
POMs in a variety of chemical processes.2 Some of the
TMSPOMs, such as high-valent iron–oxo species in heme
enzymes (or metalloporphyrin complexes)7,8 and nonheme
reagents,9 are used as oxidation catalyst in different organic
reactions.

Understanding the effect of various properties, such as the
roles of transition metals, framework metal atoms MFM, and
type of heteroatom X and counter ions, in TMSPOMs stability
and reactivity could be useful in designing efficient POM-based
materials in emerging technologies. Electronic structure and
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reactivity of this growing class of inorganic compounds need to
comprehensive experimental and theoretical investigations.

As stated above, POMs and especially TMSPOMs have been
used extensively in different catalytic oxidation reactions using
environmentally friendly oxidants such as hydrogen peroxide.
These compounds and some of their derivatives, which could be
produced in the reaction medium, with respect to stability,
energy and their properties, possibly will contribute in catalytic
processes.

The structural and reactivity differences in high-valent metal
derivatives of TMSPOMs allow the researchers to resort the
computational examinations in this eld. There are a vast
number of reports devoted on theoretical exploration of POMs
with focus on understanding the electronic structure, redox
property, magnetism, and reaction mechanisms.10–27 For
example, the essential role of [(Xn+O4)M

III
2(OH)2(MFW)10-

O32]
(8�n)� chemical composition – where M ¼ Fe, Mn, Ru, MFW

¼ Mo and W, and X ¼ AlIII, SiIV, PV, and SVI – in the geometry,
electronic structure, magnetic properties and dening lower-
lying electronic state of these species were investigated. This,
in turn, would possibly have an impact on their reactivity.28,29

The molecular geometry, electronic structure, redox properties
and metal-functional group bonding nature of a series of tran-
sition metal nitrido and dinitrogen derivatives of Keggin type
POMs were also analyzed by density functional theory (DFT) and
natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis. Their ndings indicate
that the electrophilic/nucleophilic reactivity and interaction
between metal and functional group in these POMs is directly
related to the transition metal substitution.30–32 The systematic
DFT and NBO analysis were employed to investigate the elec-
tronic structures and bonding features of the ruthenium(II)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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atom and SO2 molecule in the two ruthenium–sulfur dioxide
(SO2) adducts of trans-Ru(NH3)4(SO2)Cl

+ and [(SiW11O39)
RuII(SO2)].6–33 The DFT method has also been employed to
design a new [Mo5O18Fe]O]3� catalyst, which would act as
selective C–H hydroxylation reagent34 and adopted to identify
the electronic and redox properties, protonation, and stability
of ve [a-PTi2W10O40]

7� isomers.35 All of these valuable studies
shed more light on the application of POMs in different realms.

The theoretical study of TMSPOMs derivatives is difficult
because of multiple lower lying electronic states, high negative
charges and large sizes. In this study, high level density func-
tional theoretical method has been applied to study a Keggin
POM, a-[PW12O40]

3� (PW12), lacunary Keggin POM, [PW11O39]
7�

(PW11), Fe
II/III substituted Keggin POMs, [PW11O39(Fe

n+)](7�n)�

(PWFen+) (n ¼ 2, 3), FeII/III/IV substituted Keggin POMs with H2O
ligand, [PW11O39(Fe

n+OH2)]
(7�n)� (PWFen+OH2) (n¼ 2, 3, 4), and

other high valent FeIV/V/VI POMs with OH� and O2� ligands as
potential active POM species. The signicance of the work could
be unravelled when the difficulties associated with theoretical
studies of organometallic, owing to strong spin contamination
problems would be taken into account. Fortunately, recent
development in deMon2K code,36 by implementing the auxiliary
DFT approaches and robust algorithmsmade it feasible to study
such heavy systems.
Table 1 Selected optimized geometry parameters (bond lengths in Å)
of PW12 and PW11

Exp.a

PW11 PW12

Selected bond Bond length Selected bond Bond length

1.530 P1–Oa
13 1.563 P1–Oa

14 1.597
— P1–Oa

14 1.563 P1–Oa
15 1.561

2.430 W2–Oa
13 2.428 W2–Oa

14 2.375
— W6–Oa

13 2.429 W6–Oa
14 2.516

1.900 W2–Ob
24 1.867 W2–Ob

25 2.061
1.900 W6–Ob

28 1.868 W6–Ob
29 1.912

1.910 W2–Oc
33 1.881 W2–Oc

34 1.893
1.910 W6–Oc

39 1.881 W6–Oc
40 1.902

1.690 W2–Od
41 1.700 W2–Od

42 1.745
1.690 W6–Od

44 1.700 W6–Od
45 1.741

a The experimental values were adapted from ref. 21 and 35.
2. Results and discussion
2.1. Ground state geometries, charge distribution, electronic
structure, and simulated infrared spectra of PW12 and PW11

anions

The most common Keggin heteropoly anions like PW12,
[SiW12O40]

4� and [PMo12O40]
3� are formed from simple

oxoanions and required heteroatoms through a self-assembly
process upon acidication in aqueous solutions.

12WO4
2� + HPO4

2� + 23H+ / [PW12O40]
3� + 12H2O

Adding controlled amounts of hydroxide ions to the aqueous
solution of these heteropoly anions could generate the lacunary
(defect) POMs. These POM anions encompass one or more
vacancies due to loss of addenda atom(s) from the structure. At
the pH ¼ 2, this process is expressed as follows:37,38

[PW12O40]
3� % [PW11O39]

7� + WO4+

The mono lacunary Keggin POMs could act as pentadentate
ligands and so frequently applied in preparing TMSPOMs.
These compounds come in a big variety and are used as acid or
oxidation catalysts.

In this study, attempts are made to investigate the geometry,
electronic structure and simulation of IR spectra of the
mentioned POMs. The process begins with study on PW12 and
followed by PW11, where one WO4+ unit is removed, Fe
substituted PW11 as PWFen+ (n ¼ 2 and 3) and ended by
PWFen+OH2 (n¼ 2 and 3) with H2O as the axial ligand. Since this
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
TMSPOMs could be used as catalyst in oxidation reactions
through the interaction between oxidant and catalyst, different
types of high oxidation state Fe substituted Keggin POMs along
with various axial ligands have been considered.

2.1.1. Ground state geometries. To compare with X-ray
crystallography information for PW12 system,21,35 the geometry
optimization of PW12 and PW11 species have been performed in
singlet, triplet and quintet spin states at DFT/OPTX-PBE/DZVP-
GGA level (ESI†). Selected optimized geometry-parameters for
PW12 and PW11 in singlet spin state are tabulated in Table 1.
According to Table 1, the theoretical geometry parameters are in
good agreement with the corresponding experimental values,
while discrepancy appear only in the P–Oa bonds, which is
underestimated by a 0.033 Å.

Bond length is a good parameter for evaluation of interaction
strength between two atoms. By removing a WO4+ moiety from
PW12, the system's charge is varied from �3 to �7 in PW11. As
a result, the P1–Oa

13 (1.597 Å), W6–Oa
13 (2.516 Å), W6–Ob

28

(1.912 Å), W6–Oc
39 (1.902 Å) andW6–Od

44 (1.741 Å) bond lengths
in PW11 elongate respect to P1–Oa

14 (1.563 Å), W6–Oa
14 (2.429 Å),

W6–Ob
29 (1.868 Å), W6–Oc

40 (1.881 Å) andW6–Od
45 (1.70 Å) bond

lengths in PW12, respectively (see Scheme 1 for numbering).
These results indicate a few weakening of binding interactions
in PW11 for bonds far from lacuna position and larger changes
in the bond lengths around cavity (lacuna). The bond lengths
of W (4, 5, 9 and 10) atoms with O (25, 19, 32 and 38) atoms in
PW11 respect to PW12 are shortened from 1.920 to 1.730 Å. This
bond length shortening could be related to the high electronic
density on O (25, 19, 32 and 38) atoms aer removal of WO4+. As
mentioned, O atom's electronic density could be shied to W
and thus, strengthening of interactions.

For PW12, it has been predicted that the singlet spin state (S
¼ 0) is the most stable state, while the triplet (S¼ 1) and quintet
(S ¼ 2) spin states are 57.30 and 125.50 kcal mol�1 higher in
energy than the singlet state, respectively (Table S1†). Also, in
PW11 the triplet spin state is 55.86 kcal mol�1 higher in energy
than corresponding singlet spin state.
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730 | 33719



Scheme 1 The relevant numbering pattern of studied systems: (a) PW12, (b) PW11, (c) PWFen+ (n ¼ 2, 3), (d) PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2, 3 and 4) and (e)
PWFen+O (n ¼ 4, 5 and 6).

Table 2 Calculated atomic charge distributions of PW12 and PW11

determined at the NBO/UOPBE/6-31G(d) theoretical level (and
LANL2DZ basis set on the metal atom)

POM PO4
3� W Ob Oc Od

PW12 �0.98 +1.98 �0.82 �0.77 �0.56
PW11 �1.06 +1.67 to +1.92 �0.70 to �0.87 �0.70 to �0.82 �0.69
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2.1.2. Charge distribution. The local charge distributions
on the PW12 and PW11 heteropolyanions are tabulated in Table
2.

Atomic charges of PW12 and PW11 were calculated at UOPBE/
6-31G(d) level (LANL2DZ basis set on the metal atom). Although
in computational context, the absolute Mulliken charges are not
so accurate, their variations could be quite reliable.21 According
to the theoretical studies by Courcot and Bridgeman, the Mul-
liken atomic charges – compared to Hirshfeld, Voronoi Defor-
mation Density (VDD), Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules
(QTAIM) and the Net Total Voronoi (NTV) charges – could show
the best convergence during the calculation with experimental
data for several polyanions and provide a good description of
Coulomb potential and their chemistry properties.39–43 For
PW12, an electronic charge of �0.98e is assigned for the central
PO4

3� moiety, which increases slightly by�0.08e for PW11 (i.e. q
¼ �1.06e, q is the net charge of central PO4

3� in PW11), and in
turn constitutes the difference between local charge of central
PO4

3� in PW11 and PW12. High differences between the net
charges for Od in PW11 (�0.69e) and PW12 (�0.56e) have not
changed the local charge of central PO4

3�. This high charge
density is accumulated in the W11O35 framework of POM,
especially in the terminal oxygen atoms, and increases the
basicity of them.
33720 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730
Other prominent changes occur in atoms near the lacuna,
which the positive charge of W (4, 5, 9 and 10) atoms in PW12

decreased from 1.98e to 1.67e in PW11. This is related to the
charge transfer from O (19, 25, 32 and 38) atoms in PW11 which
bearing the high charge density aer removal of WO4+ moiety
(more information on Mulliken charges of PW12 and PW11 is
presented in Table S6†).

2.1.3. Electronic structure. The electronic structure in
POMs is an important subject, owing to its direct effects on all
chemical characters. The valence molecular orbitals of PW12

and PW11 were obtained by UOPBE/6-31G(d) level calculation
(Fig. S1, see ESI† for MOs). As shown in Fig. S1,† for PW12 anion
HOMO orbitals are distributed over O atoms and LUMO orbitals
contain d-orbitals of W atoms with a large energy gap (2.81 eV)
in the ground state. The predicted DE(HOMO–LUMO) of PW11

(amount to 2.89 eV) is similar to that of PW12. Also, the nature of
HOMO and LUMO in PW11 are similar to those of PW12 moiety.
Thus, it could be concluded that the removal of WO4+ moiety
from the Keggin POM does not change the HOMO and LUMO
nature and also energy gap between the occupied and unoccu-
pied orbitals.

Moreover, in order to determine the effect of additional
negative charge on the valence orbital energies, six valence
orbitals (a and b-spin) were selected for PW12 and PW11

compounds (Fig. 1). From Fig. 1a, among six selected a and
b orbitals for PW12, there are only two orbitals with negative
energy and four MOs with energy close to zero. However, for
PW11, all mentioned orbitals possess high positive energy
(Fig. 1b). The results also indicate positive energy for the inte-
rior orbitals (up to HOMO�118; no. 127). So, it can be deduced
that an additional negative charge on PW11 increases the orbital
energy. As a result, in PW11, electrons are better available for
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 1 Energy level expressions of frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) for (a) PW12 and (b) PW11 in the ground state. The orbital energy values have
been represented in eV.

Table 3 Calculated vibrational frequencies (cm�1) and assigned bands
of PW12 and PW11 determined at OPTX-PBE/DZVP-GGA level

Vibrational frequency/cm�1

Paper RSC Advances
stabilizing transition metals in different oxidation states and so
PW11 converts to a better electron donor ligand.

Also, by removal of WO4+ moiety the molecular symmetry of
PW12 reduces from Td to C3 in PW11. Decent in symmetry leads
to liing the doublet-triplet degeneracy in dxy-like orbitals21 of
PW12 and singlet degeneracy for all orbitals performs in PW11

(Fig. 1).
2.1.4. Simulated infrared spectra (IR). From the optimized

geometries of PW12 and PW11, it is revealed that by removing
oneWO4+ moiety from PW12 the P–Oa, W]Od, W–Ob–WandW–

Oc–W bond lengths in PW11, which are far from lacuna site,
would increase. IR spectroscopy being able to detect small
structural differences and so, is a sufficient probe for investi-
gation of the variation of Keggin-type POM structures. Keggin-
type POMs, as metal–oxygen clusters, contain some of metal–
oxygen stretching vibrational modes at 500–1100 cm�1.
Accordingly, based on vibrational frequency calculations,
simulation of IR spectrum of PW12 and PW11 have been done at
OPTX-PBE/DZVP-GGA level.

For PW12 structure, four infrared absorption bands at 1067,
963, 863 and 790 cm�1 have been assigned to P–Oa, W]Od, W–

Ob–W and W–Oc–W stretching bonds, respectively. From liter-
ature, it has been established that DFT methods generate IR
vibrational frequencies with a slight shi towards low ener-
gies.44 As to PW11, the P–Oa stretching mode exhibits a splitting
to two components at 1060 and 1050 cm�1 which is approved by
experimental data.45 Moreover, the vibrational frequencies of P–
Oa, W]Od, W–Ob–WandW–Oc–Wbonds in PW11 at 1060, 1050,
871, 800 and 706 cm�1, in comparison with PW12, are appeared
at lower frequencies. The results of IR spectrum calculations,
that verify the modication in PW11 geometry, are tabulated in
Table 3 (and also Fig. S3 and S4†).
Stretching mode PW11 PW12

n(P–Oa)
1 1060 1067

n(P–Oa)
2 1050 —

n(W]Od) 871 963
n(W–Ob–W) 800 863
n(W–Oc–W) 706 790
2.2. Ground state geometries, charge distribution, electronic
structure, and simulated infrared spectra of PWFen+ and
PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2 and 3)

In respect to the role of TMSPOMs in different reactions like
oxidative and acid/base processes46–50 and also the effective role
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
of iron substituted POMs,51 various Fe oxidation states in iron
substituted Keggin type POMs have been studied in this work.
As stated above, truncation of PW12 by removing of WO4+moiety
leaves behind a lacunary PW11 which act as a ligand and in
combination with Fe generates PWFen+ (n ¼ 2 and 3) as iron
substituted POMs. By locating a H2O ligand at the sixth octa-
hedral coordination position, the PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2 and 3)
cluster would be formed.

2.2.1. Ground state geometries. It is well known that the
spin state of each complex is depended on its environment and
especially the nature of their ligands.52,53 In the PWFen+, the
ground state geometry of FeII/III substituted POM structures
have been optimized at the spin-unrestricted OPTX-PBE/DZVP-
GGA level. For POM–FeII, three spin states of singlet (S ¼ 0),
triplet (S ¼ 1) and quintet (S ¼ 2) have been considered. It was
predicted that the quintet spin state (S ¼ 2) is the most stable
state, while the singlet (S ¼ 0) and triplet (S ¼ 1) spin states are
23.53 and 12.43 kcal mol�1 less stable, respectively. Moreover,
for FeIII substituted POM, among three considered spin states (S
¼ 1/2, 3/2, 5/2), it has been predicted that the sextet (S ¼ 5/2) is
the most stable while doublet (S ¼ 1/2) and quartet (S ¼ 3/2)
spin states are roughly 23.03 and 8.16 kcal mol�1 less stable,
respectively.

Also, the structure of PWFeIIOH2 was optimized in three spin
states singlet (S¼ 0), triplet (S¼ 1) and quintet (S¼ 2). From the
results, it has been unravelled that quintet state (S ¼ 2) is the
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730 | 33721
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most stable while singlet (S ¼ 0) and triplet (S ¼ 1) spin states
are 23.53 and 12.49 kcal mol�1 less stable, respectively. Our
attempts failed in determination a local minimum for inter-
acting of H2O and FeII in triplet and quintet spin states since the
weak iron–water interaction results in separation of H2O
following optimization and then their interaction with O28 of
POM through hydrogen bond has been exhibited. Conse-
quently, the singlet spin state is more favourable for this Fe
substituted POM in an oxidation process, because Fe interacts
directly with H2O ligand. At higher spin states, electron transfer
from FeII d orbitals of antibonding MOs of Fe–OH2 bond leads
to weakening the interaction between H2O and Fe, and so
dissociation of H2O following optimization of corresponding
geometry. The same holds true for PWFeIIIOH2 at doublet,
quartet and sextet spin states, where doublet spin state is more
appropriate because Fe interacts directly with H2O. As shown in
Fig. 2, PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2 and 3) which is generated through
replacing WO4+ moiety with [Fe–OH2] in PW12 is optimized at
doublet, quartet and sextet spin states for FeIII and singlet,
triplet and quintet spin states for FeII (see ESI† for xyz coordi-
nates of studied systems).

Key geometry parameters of PWFen+ and PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2
and 3) are tabulated in Table S2.† In PWFeII, as the total charge
reduced from �7 to �5 respect to PW11, the bond lengths are
also shortened, while these are still long respect to PW12. This
implies that by changing the electron density on atoms the
whole system remained stable but some of the bond lengths are
altered. The most important alterations in the bond lengths
have been predicted in the bonds around lacuna region in POM.
The W–O bond length nearby the lacuna, which their oxygen
atoms are ligated to FeII, increases from 1.730 Å in PW11 to 1.808
Å in PWFeII (Table S2†). Substitution of Fe in PW11 is along with
signicant charge distribution from oxygen atoms to Fe. The
charges of Fe, W (35, 37, 39 and 44) and O donor atoms (19, 22,
Fig. 2 The optimized geometry of PWFeIIOH2 (a) in the singlet, (b) in
the triplet and (c) in the quintet spin states obtained by OPTX-PBE/
DZVP-GGA calculation.

33722 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730
23 and 28) in PWFeII are 0.67e, 1.86e and �0.69e respectively,
which in compare with charges of W (4, 5, 9 and 10) and O
donor atoms (19, 25, 32 and 38) in PW11 (1.70e and �0.63e
respectively), the positive charge of W atoms is increased. Thus
the bond length for W37–Oc

28 (1.808 Å) is predicted to be shorter
and stronger with respect to Fe1–Oc

28 (1.932 Å). The difference
predicted between Fe1–Oa

48 (1.938 Å) and W37–Oa
48 (2.460 Å)

bond lengths shows the stronger interaction between Fe and
Oa

48 (centre tetrahedral oxygen) respect to W37–Oa
48, even

though FeII and WVI radiuses are almost equal. This is because
the bond length depends on both of the M–O interaction and
metal radius. Also, the stronger interaction can be related to the
favourable orientation of Fe dz2 orbital with Oa

48 pz orbital and
not to the charge distribution, because the charge of Oa

48

(�0.76) in PWFeII compared with Oa
13 (�0.74) in PW11 was not

changed signicantly. In PWFeIII, single electron oxidation of
FeII into FeIII caused the shortening of all above mentioned
bond lengths. This implies that bonding interaction between
FeIII atom and four oxygen atoms of POM lacuna is stronger
than that of FeII.

Our calculation also shows small structural differences
between PWFen+ and PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2 and 3) (Table S2†). A
slight structural change has been exhibited when H2O ligated
on Fe and so Fe1–Oa

48 (see Scheme 1 for labelling) bond length
become longer in PWFen+OH2 (n¼ 2 and 3) (i.e. q¼ 0.044 Å) and
is the difference in Fe1–Oa

48 bond length between PWFeII and
PWFeIIOH2. The large Fe1–Oa

48 length shows a weak bonding
interaction which provides an unsaturated metal atom in
pseudo-octahedral coordinated sphere.19,30,31 Thus, Fe has an
additional ability for binding to H2O ligand. It is well-known
that POMs have excellent structural stability while accepting
or donating one or several electrons in various chemical
mediums. Along with our study, the geometric parameters of
POMs were checked for single electron oxidation of iron in POM
(FeII to FeIII). As expected, no signicant structural changes were
predicted and only the geometric parameters of Fe–OH2 bond
have been inuenced. The FeII–Oaqua and FeIII–Oaqua bond
lengths were 2.113 Å and 2.060 Å respectively, and Dr(FeIII/II–
Oaqua) ¼ 0.053 Å.

The bonding nature has also been investigated using NBO
analysis. The calculated WBI (Wiberg Bond Index) values for
FeII–OH2 and FeIII–OH2 are 0.3358 and 0.3759, respectively
(Table S2†). Thus, there is a single and weak bonding interac-
tion between FeII and FeIII with H2O molecule.

2.2.2. Charge distribution. The computed atomic charge
distributions for PWFen+ and PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2 and 3) are
tabulated in Table 4 and can be described as follows:

(i) The Ob(W2) and Oc(W2) charges in Fe-substituted systems
are similar to that of PW12 and PW11. The higher negative
charges of bridged oxygen atoms, Ob(W2) and Oc(W2) with
values between�0.82e and�0.77e, than terminal oxygen atoms
have revealed higher basicity of bridged oxygen atoms.

(ii) In these systems, because of shorter bond lengths,
favourable orientations and so higher negative overlap in
terminal metal–oxygen bonds are expected. Also, transfer
charges from Od (�0.63e) to tungsten are predicted to be more
than those of Ob (�0.82e) and Oc (�0.78e) as bridged oxygen
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 4 Calculated atomic charges of PWFen+ and PWFen+OH2 (n¼ 2
and 3) determined based on the NBO/UOPBE/6-31G(d) level
(LANL2DZ basis set on the metal atom)

Atom/group PWFeII PWFeIIOH2 PWFeIII PWFeIIIOH2

PO4 �0.96 �0.96 �0.97 �0.94
Od �0.63 �0.63 �0.60 �0.60
O48 �0.78 �0.76 �0.76 �0.74
Ob (W2) �0.82 �0.82 �0.83 �0.82
Ob (FeW) �0.70 �0.70 �0.72 �0.72
Oc (W2) �0.78 �0.78 �0.78 �0.77
Oc (FeW) �0.67 �0.69 �0.68 �0.70
Fe 0.67 0.64 0.85 0.66
W 1.90 1.91 1.95 1.95
Oaqua — �0.90 — �0.75
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atoms. These results state that W]Od bond (1.720 Å) is stronger
and shorter than W–Ob (1.945 Å) and W–Oc (1.967 Å) bonds.

(iii) The negative charges on bridge and corner oxygen atoms
in Ob (W2) and Oc (W2) are larger than those of bridge and
corner oxygen atoms in Ob (FeW) and Oc (FeW). This indicates
more charge transfer effect from these oxygen atoms to Fe.

(iv) For PW12, the Mulliken analysis assigns an electronic
charge of �0.98e on PO4

3�. Slightly decreasing in the negative
charge on PO4

3� in Fe-substituted POM indicates that Fe
substitution in POM does not change the net charge on PO4

3�.
So, additional charges from substitution of Fen+ (n ¼ 2 and 3)
instead of WO4+ moiety in Keggin POM may be directed to
W11O35 framework of POM and specially concentrated in
terminal oxygen atoms. As it could be seen, the charges on
terminal oxygen atoms in these systems are greater than those
of PW12. Accumulation of charge density in the terminal oxygen
atoms of Keggin POMs shows a relationship between the
basicity of terminal oxygen atoms and the number and type of
substituted metals. Also, in electron transfer reactions of Keg-
gin POMs, additional electron transfers to the terminal oxygen
atoms and the POM structure occur without signicantly
deforming in the framework. For this reason, the Keggin POMs
are of interest in oxidation catalysis.21,54–56

(v) Different atoms in PWFen+ resemble the charges on
PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2 and 3), except the positive charge on Fe
which decreases aer H2O placing. The charge reduction for
oxidation state III is more than oxidation state II. This implies
a charge reorganization or transfer from O atom of H2O ligand
to Fe and reduction of positive charge on Fe atom.

2.2.3. Fe–POM interactions based on electronic structure.
The energy level scheme of the MOs obtained from optimized
PWFen+ and PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2 and 3) structures is shown in
Fig. 3. As shown, following substitution of FeII in PW11 lacuna,
the d orbitals of FeII are distributed between d(W) and p(O)
orbitals of PW11 (Fig. 3a). In this diagram ve MOs (HOMO�2,
HOMO�1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1) are metal-based
d orbitals and responsible for bonding interaction between Fe
atom and four oxygen atoms of PW11. More accurate analysis of
the MOs shows that 2p orbitals of oxygen atoms (19, 22, 23 and
28) and d orbitals of Fe have the most important contribution in
obtaining those valance MOs, having signicant metal
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
character (>70%). Moreover, based on the NBO analysis, the
electronic structure of PWFeII has been studied. The calculated
NBO partial charges of these complexes are listed in Table 4.
From the results the charge of Fe is 0.67e.

Compared with the free metal ion, lower magnitude of
positive charge on Fe indicates charge reorganization or trans-
fer from Keggin-type POM cage to the transition metal center,
which is in well agreement with the MO prediction. Increasing
of the Fe oxidation state from II to III is along with an increasing
in oxygen 2p-orbital contribution (19, 22, 23 and 28) in PW11

indicating a stronger interaction between FeIII and PW11. This is
mainly due to lower energy gaps between FeIII d orbitals and
oxygen 2p orbitals in PW11 than that of FeII ion. By linking H2O
ligand to iron, the orbital energies and conguration of elec-
tronic structure in PWFeIIOH2 do not change, in respect to
PWFeII (Fig. 3b). Bonding interaction between Fe and H2O
ligand is accompanied by overlapping between s(b2) non-
bonding orbital of H2O ligand and 3dz2 orbital of Fe leading
to a weak s bonding interaction. A charge transfer from H2O
oxygen atom to Fe could be occurred aer this s interaction,57,58

and so, in PWFeIII the interaction of metal center with H2O
becomes stronger. Moreover, orbital energies for PWFen+ and
PWFen+OH2 (n ¼ 2 and 3) decrease by changing the FeII to FeIII

in a signicant manner (Fig. 3).
2.2.4. Simulated infrared spectra. The IR spectra of

selected systems (PWFen+ and PWFen+OH2; n ¼ 2 and 3) have
also been determined. From the results in Table 5 (and Fig. S5–
S8†), P–Oa asymmetric stretching vibration at 1067 cm�1 in a-
PW12 splits into two IR bands in PW11. Iron substitution at
lacuna position of PW11 – which contains donor oxygen atoms –
and formation of PWFen+ (n ¼ 2 and 3) again results in one IR
single band for P–Oa. This is also observed for the most of mono
transition metal substituted Keggin type POMs.20,59 Moreover,
the W–Oc–W band in PW12 is splitted into W–Oc–W and W–Oc–

Fe IR bands in PWFen+ (n ¼ 2 and 3).20 Meanwhile, in these two
POMs W]Od and W–Ob–W vibrations, compared to a-PW12,
shied to lower energies. Therefore, ve characteristic bands
could easily be employed to identify the structure of PWFen+ (n
¼ 2 and 3) POMs.59 For simulated vibrational spectrum of
PWFen+OH2 compared with that of PWFen+ (n ¼ 2 and 3), the IR
band of P–Oa is predicted to shi by 12 cm�1 upon linking to
H2O (Table 5, and Fig. S5–S8†). However, W]Od, W–Ob–W, W–

Oc–Fe and W–Oc–W vibrations are not signicantly shied
which indicate that these vibrational bands are not sensitive to
H2O ligation.

According to the simulated IR spectrum of PWFen+OH2 (n ¼
2 and 3), the symmetric stretching and bending vibrational
frequencies of H2O are similar in both complexes. This is
mainly due to weak interaction between H2O and iron atoms in
both of Fe oxidation states. By increasing the Fe oxidation state
(from +2 to +3), all vibrational frequencies of P–Oa, W]Od, W–

Ob–W and W–Oc–W bonds in simulated IR spectrum move
towards higher frequencies which is compatible with corre-
sponded bond lengths.
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730 | 33723



Fig. 3 The energy level expressions of frontier MOs for (a) PWFeII, (b) PWFeIIOH2, (c) PWFeIII and (d) PWFeIIIOH2 at ground state calculated at
UOPBE/6-31G(d) level (LANL2DZ basis set on the metal atom). The orbital energy values have been represented in eV.
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2.3. High-valent PWFeIV(OH2/OH) and PWFeIV/V/VI(O)
substituted POMs

TMSPOMs are of major importance in oxygenation of organic
compounds.3,4,60–66 In the oxidative process, high-valent
TMSPOMs are usually generated by interaction of low-valent
substituted transition metals with oxidant or other species
available in the reaction medium and exhibited improved
catalytic behaviours. Study on these high-valent TMSPOMs is
essential for determining and characterizing their active species
in reaction mediums. To our knowledge, rare studies on
Table 5 Selected vibrational frequencies (cm�1) of POM complexes det

POM
2S +
1 n(P–Oa) n(W]Od) n(W–Ob–W)

PWFeIII 2 1092 942 843
PWFeIIIOH2 2 1080 941 844
PWFeII 1 1072 921 831
PWFeIIOH2 1 1061 921 834

33724 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730
geometry, electronic structure and activity of high-valent
TMSPOMs have been reported in literature. The quantum
chemistry calculations based on DFT are applicable tools to
shed more light on this context. A detailed DFT study on
geometry, electronic structure and chemical bonding features
of important high-valent species consist of [PW11O39(-
FeIVOH2)]

3� (PWFeIVOH2), [PW11O39(Fe
IVOH)]4� (PWFeIVOH),

[PW11O39(Fe
IVO)]5� (PWFeIVO), [PW11O39(Fe

VO)]4� (PWFeVO),
and [PW11O39(Fe

VIO)]3� (PWFeVIO) were done at the OPTX-PBE/
DZVP-GGA level. High-valent [PW11O39(Fe

n+O)](9�n)� (PWFen+O;
n ¼ 4, 5, 6) species constitute important intermediates in
ermined at OPTX-PBE/DZVP-GGA level

n(W–Oc–W) n(W–Oc–Fe) n(H–O–H) n(H–O–H) n(H–O–H)

778 756 — — —
777 756 1684 3636 3732
769 738 — — —
775 731 1689 3635 3716

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 6 Calculated atomic charges and spin density of OH2, OH, O
and Fe atoms in PWFeII–VI species determined based on NBO/UOPBE/
6-31G(d) level (LANL2DZ basis set on the metal atom)

POM
Charge of
Oligand

Charge of
Fe

Spin density
of Oligand

Spin density
of Fe

PWFeIIOH2 �0.90 0.64 0 0
PWFeIIIOH2 �0.75 0.66 �0.008 0.924
PWFeIVOH2 �0.73 0.82 �0.01 1.595
PWFeIVOH �0.64 0.87 0.10 1.713
PWFeIVO �0.43 0.86 0.76 3.072
PWFeVO �0.37 0.96 0.81 1.986
PWFeVIO �0.31 1.11 0.46 1.332
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oxidation processes. These oxidized species could have terminal
Fe]O bond as an essential active site in catalytic oxygenation
reactions. For terminal W]O bonds, because of p*-antibond-
ing unoccupied orbitals, their bonding interactions lie in very
high energy and so are not available for interaction with
substrates.32 In this section, at rst the geometry, electronic
structure and chemical bonding features of seven considered
species will be deliberated, and then favourable species for
oxidation reactions will be addressed.

2.3.1. PWFeIVOH2 and PWFeIVO species. The PWFeIVOH2,
as one of the high-valent species generated in the oxidation
process, has three possible spin states of singlet, triplet, and
quintet. From the results, singlet spin state is higher in energy
than triplet by 7.4 kcal mol�1. As for quintet spin state, weak
interaction between FeIV and H2O leads to the separation of H2O
from Fe and interaction with 23 and 29 oxygen atoms of lacuna
POM through H2O hydrogen atoms. For triplet spin state of
PWFeIVOH2, the optimized geometry revealed a 2.047 Å bond
length for FeIV–OH2. The calculated WBI value for FeIV–Oaqua

bond in PWFeIVOH2 is 0.384 (Table S3†). Thus, FeIV–OH2 is
a weak single bond and consequently terminal Fe]O bond
could not exist in PWFeIVOH2. As previously mentioned, POMs
can accept or donate one or several electrons with minimal
structural changes,27,30 thus our focus was not concentrated on
bond lengths in this POMs (Table S3†). To verify, similarity in
the IR frequencies of high-valent TMSPOMs have been shown
by calculation (Table S4 and Fig. S9–S13†).

Bond length and bonding interaction in FeIV–OH2 has not
much difference with those of low-oxidation state species
PWFeIIIOH2. Thus, Fe–Oligand bond length is decreased from
2.060 Å in PWFeIIIOH2 to 2.047 Å in PWFeIVOH2 (Dr(Fe–OH2) ¼
0.013 Å) and so the electronic structures of PWFeIIIOH2 and
PWFeIVOH2 are almost similar. From the orbital energies of
PWFeIVOH2 calculated through UOPBE/6-31G(d) level
(LANL2DZ basis set on the metal atom), ve MOs of HOMO�2,
HOMO�1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 (Fig. S2a†) are metal-
based d orbitals with antibonding character. These are origi-
nated from the overlapping between d orbitals of Fe and oxygen
p orbitals (19, 22, 23 and 28). From the interaction between Fe
3dz2 orbital and s(b2) non-bonding orbital of H2O, a s*

molecular orbital could be formed.
Also, the inspection of molecular orbital diagram in this

compound indicates that the p*-antibonding orbital, which is
responsible for Fe]O bond, is not formed (Fig. S2a†). This
expression of electronic conguration which made by molec-
ular orbital analysis could be conrmed by Mulliken spin
population. Obviously, the spin densities contribute in deter-
mining the electronic structure in all POM compounds. The
spin density of PWFeIVOH2 in its triplet ground state is mainly
localized on FeIV (1.6) and partly on the four coordinated oxygen
atoms of PW11 (0.085). No spin density resides on Oaqua (�0.015)
being in well agreement with the MO prediction (Table 6).

Geometry structure of the other high oxidation state Fe
substituted POMs, PWFeIVOH, was also optimized at OPTX-
PBE/DZVP-GGA level. As results show, triplet state (S ¼ 1) is
the most stable and for singlet (S ¼ 0) and quintet (S ¼ 2) spin
states lower stabilities up to 11.1 and 4.8 kcal mol�1 were
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
obtained, respectively. From the key geometrical parameters
tabulated in Table S3,† by OH ligand in place of H2O, interac-
tion between FeIV and OH in a signicant manner is improved.
Thus, the optimized FeIV–Oligand bond length is decreased from
2.047 Å in PWFeIVOH2 to 1.815 Å in PWFeIVOH (Dr(Fe–Oligand)¼
0.232 Å). The calculated WBI value for FeIV–OH is 0.9089 and so
FeIV–OH bond is a strong single bond.

According to our calculations, signicant change on the Fe–
OH bond in PWFeIVOH demonstrates different electronic
structure from FeII/III/IV–OH2 POMs (Fig. S2b†). Among ve
frontier molecular orbitals that are metal-based d orbitals, two
are responsible for Fe–OH bonding interaction. The s(p–d)
orbital come from overlapping between 2pz orbital of OH ligand
with 3dz2 orbital of Fe.

Also, the p*-antibonding orbitals arise from the interaction
among 3dxz orbital of Fe and 2px from oxygen in OH. It is well
known that Fe–Oligand p*-antibonding unoccupied orbital is
closely correlated to the catalytic oxygenation processes,
because it provides an electronic clue for reactivity in oxygen
transfer reactions. Therefore, PWFeIVOH with unoccupied
p*
xz-antibonding orbital may have a better reactivity for oxygen

transfer reaction.67,68

2.3.2. The effect of Fe oxidation state in dening favour-
able catalyst for oxygen transfer. In the next step, high-oxidation
state iron substituted POMs with oxo ligand, PWFen+O (n ¼ 4, 5
and 6), in various spin states optimized at DFT/OPTX-PBE/
DZVP-GGA level have been investigated. According to the
results, PWFeIVO, PWFeVO and PWFeVIO have triplet, quartet,
and triplet ground spin states respectively.

In PWFeIVO, decreasing in FeIV–Oligand bond length to 1.641
Å in the triplet ground state, compared to 1.815 Å for PWFeI-
VOH, could be conrmed by calculation of WBI value for FeIV–
Oligand which is 1.46. Moreover, this shows a signicant double
bond feature for FeIV–Oligand (Table S3†). Analysis of FeIV–O
bonding interaction by electronic structure shows that HOMO
and HOMO�1 orbitals are responsible for metal–oxygen
binding interaction (Fig. S2c†). Both orbitals are obtained from
signicant contribution of oxygen 2px/y orbitals and 3dxz/yz
orbitals of FeIV. It should be noted that, these orbitals have
important Fe–Oligand p*-antibonding character. Among that,
3dxy orbital is destabilized by antibonding interactions with p
orbitals of four donor oxygen atoms at lacuna POM. As
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730 | 33725



Fig. 4 Unoccupied Fe]O p*-antibonding orbitals for high-oxidation
states PWFeIV/V/VIO determined based on UOPBE/6-31G(d) level
(LANL2DZ basis set on the metal atom).
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mentioned above, this important unoccupied Fe–Oligand p*-
antibonding orbitals do not exist in FeII/III/IV–OH2 POMs.

In PWFeVO, optimized structure of the low energy triplet
spin state show that FeV–Oligand bond length decreases to 1.635
Å from 1.641 Å in FeIV–O. This demonstrates minor changes in
FeV–Oligand compared to FeIV–Oligand bond. This is mainly due to
electron removing from nonbonding 3dxy orbital (b-HOMO) in
FeV–O respect to FeV–Oligand bond. From the previous experi-
mental studies by Rong and co-workers, [PW11O39(Ru

VO)]4�

possesses high capability in oxygen-transfer reaction.69,70 It is
worth mentioning that in the most of oxygen transfer reactions,
at rst, one electron transfers from pc]c orbital of alkene to
p*
oxo orbital of M]O. This would weaken the M]O bond and

then oxygen transfer from M]O group to alkene will
happen.71,72 Hence, PWFeVO could be a favourable species in
these reactions due to some of advantages that will be discussed
in the following.

For optimized PWFeVIO, the FeVI–Oligand bond length
decreases to 1.601 Å in the triplet ground state from 1.635 Å in
PWFeVO (Dr(FeV/VI–Oligand) ¼ 0.034 Å). Also, calculated WBI
value for FeVI–Oligand was 1.542 which indicates a signicant
double bond feature (Table S3†). In view of that, PWFeVIO
bonding interaction and subsequently their electronic structure
are similar to PWFeIV/VO.

As mentioned above, the important unoccupied Fe]O p*-
antibonding orbitals are absent in PWFeII/III/IVOH2 while they
appear in PWFeIV/V/VIO. Mulliken spin population analysis also
supports these interactions and electronic structures. Spin
density in these compounds is mostly localized on Fe]O
moiety and some of that on four oxygen in lacuna position of
PW11, while the rest of POM cage carry a small negative spin
density (Table 6).

Now the question is: which of these high-oxidation states Fe
substituted POMs would be favourable for oxidation process.
According to frontier molecular orbital (FMO) theory, a suitable
oxidation catalyst requires unoccupied orbitals with low energy
and high orbital contribution of reactive atom at LUMO to
achieve an appropriate overlap with the reagent FMOs.67,68,73,74

The energy expression and participation percentage of Fe and
oxygen in unoccupied Fe]Op*-antibonding orbitals are shown
in Fig. 4.

As it could be seen in Fig. 4, in PWFeIV/VO species, unoccu-
pied Fe]Op*-antibonding orbitals consist of b spin orbitals. In
PWFeVIO, unoccupied Fe]O p*-antibonding orbitals consist of
a and b spin orbitals. Respect to HOMO, which contains oxygen
p-orbitals, the energies of unoccupied Fe]O p*-antibonding
orbitals decrease in the following order: PWFeIVO > PWFeVO >
PWFeVIO (Fig. 4). This order could be attributed to the POM
charges reducing.75–77 Contribution of oxygen atom orbitals in
these unoccupied Fe]O p*-antibonding orbitals decreases as
following: PWFeVO > PWFeIVO > PWFeVIO (Fig. 4).

Calculated atomic charges and spin density values of oxygen
bonded Fe in PWFeIV/V/VIO species are tabulated in Table 6.
Results in Table 6 show lower negative charge for O2� ligand in
these TMSPOMs than free O2�. Lesser negative charge on O2�

ligand indicates the charge transfer from oxygen to Fe. There-
fore, polarization of Fe]O bond could be an important factor
33726 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730
for determining the activity differences in these TMSPOMs. The
absolute values of atomic charges decrease in the following
order: PWFeIVO (�0.43) > PWFeVO (�0.37) > PWFeVIO (�0.31)
(Table 6). This is mainly along with increasing in the oxidation
state of Fe atom. Moreover, decreasing in the spin density of
O2� ligand for these high-oxidation state species is as following:
PWFeVO > PWFeIVO > PWFeVIO (Table 6). In both of PWFeIV/VO
species, with high spin density on the O2� (0.76 and 0.81
respectively), the O2� ligand possess substantial radical char-
acter. In experimental reports, radical complexes are regarded
as suitable catalysts for closure of the epoxide rings.20 In
contrary, radical character of oxygen in PWFeVIO is weakened
considerably where the calculated spin density on the O2�

decreased to 0.46.
According to above mentioned points, PWFeVO would be

favorable for oxidation processes owing to unoccupied p*-
antibonding orbitals (b-LUMO+1 and b-LUMO+2) with low
energy and high contribution of O2� respect to PWFeII/III/IVOH2,
PWFeIVOH and PWFeIV/VIO. From the FMOs energy expression
of PWFeVO in Fig. 5, it could be revealed that: a and b occupied
and unoccupied orbitals with p* symmetry (a-HOMO�2, a-
HOMO�3, b-LUMO+1, b-LUMO+2) and a and b unoccupied
orbitals with s* symmetry (a-LUMO+1 and b-LUMO+8) are
responsible for Fe]O bonding interaction in PWFeVO. The p*-
antibonding orbitals are formed from overlapping between
3dxz/yz orbitals of Fe

V and 2px/y orbitals of oxygen, while the s*-
antibonding orbitals are made from combining the 3dz2 orbital
of FeV and 2pz orbital of O

2� ligand. Due to their lower energy,
unoccupied p* orbitals are more important than s* ones.
According to DFT results, unoccupied Fe]O p*-antibonding
orbitals comprise from b-LUMO+1 and b-LUMO+2 in which b-
LUMO+1 ðp*

yzÞ contain 26% contribution of O2� py orbital and
61% FeV dyz orbital and b-LUMO+2 ðp*

xzÞ contains 27% contri-
bution of O2� px orbital and 58% of FeV dxz orbital which are
mostly classied as Fe]O functional group (Fig. 4).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 5 The molecular orbitals expression of PWFeVO calculated at UOPBE/6-31G(d) (LANL2DZ basis set on the metal atom) level. The orbital
energy values have been represented in eV.
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3. Computational details

All DFT computations of this work were performed with
deMon2k program.36 We used the OPTX exchange functional
proposed by Cohen and Handy,78,79 coupled with the Perdew–
Becke–Ernzerhof (PBE) correlation functional.80 This
Generalized-Gradient-Approximation (GGA) functional has
been shown adequacy for modeling iron–porphyrin and cobalt
porphyrin complexes.81–84 The Keggin type POM compounds
were investigated by OPTX-PBE functional by assuming its
adequacy based on previous studies.26,34,85 The DFT energies and
gradients were corrected by an empirical expression to indicate
dispersion.86 The Kohn–Sham equations were solved within the
auxiliary DFT framework, where variationaly tted auxiliary
electron densities are applied in calculating both the Coulomb
and the exchange-correlation (XC) potential.87,88 An adaptive
grid of ne mesh (tolerance 10�7 a.u.) was chosen for the
numerical integration of the XC potential.89 The basis set of
DZVP-GGA (double-zeta-valence-polarization calibrated for
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
generalized-gradient-approximation functional) on Fe, O, P, W
and H was applied for geometry optimizations, frequency and
electronic structure analyses.90 The auxiliary electron density
was expanded with the GEN-A2 auxiliary basis set on Fe, W, P, O
and H.91 The self-consistent-eld iterations were run with
convergence criteria of 10�8 hartree on the DFT energies. The
geometry optimizations were performed with 1 � 10�5 hartree
per bohr tolerance criteria on the energy gradients. No molec-
ular symmetry was applied in geometry optimizations. Vibra-
tional frequencies were obtained at the same level in this work.
Cartesian coordinates of the optimized geometries of the
complexes are presented in ESI.† Natural bond orbital (NBO)
analysis at the OPBE/6-31G(d) level (LANL2DZ basis set on the
metal atom)92–94 was performed to assign the atomic charges,
spin densities and effective bond order/Wiberg Bond Indices
(WBI). The NBO calculations were done with the Gaussian 09
package,95 considering only the ions without either counter
cations or solvent molecules.
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33718–33730 | 33727
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4 Conclusion

DFT/OPTX-PBE method has been employed to investigate the
geometry, electronic structure, Fe–ligand bonding nature, and
simulated IR spectrum of a-Keggin, lacunary Keggin, FeII/III

substituted and the important oxidized high-valent iron deriv-
atives of Keggin type POMs. The most signicant nding is
briefed as follows:

(i) Increasing in the POM charge, like PW11, results in no
signicant alteration of local charge at central PO4

3�. This high
charge density is accumulated inW11O35 framework of the POM
and specially concentrated on the terminal oxygen atoms which
increase their basicity.

(ii) The electronic structures provide basis for understanding
the bonding interactions between FeII and POM ligand.
Bonding MOs result from contribution of 3d atomic orbitals of
FeII and 2p orbitals of oxygen in POM.

(iii) The simulated IR spectra show that four characteristic
peaks of PW12 split into ve owing to substitution of Fe atom in
PWFen+ (n ¼ 2 and 3).

(iv) The PWFeII/III/IVOH2 derivatives show the weak Fe–Oligand

single bond and PWFeIV/V/VIO derivatives display the strong
Fe]O double bond. So, it could be predicted that Fe oxidation
state affect the antibonding interaction between Fe and ligand,
which is the main character of these derivatives, and increase
their activity in oxygen transfer processes.

(v) Relevant to other high-valent species, PWFeVO would be
favourable for oxidation process because of low energy unoc-
cupied p*-antibonding orbitals and high contribution of
oxygen.

(vi) The FMO analysis indicated that Fe]O bonding inter-
action mainly comes from an effective overlapping between 2px/
y orbitals of O2� ligand and 3dxz/yz orbitals of Fe, thus an elec-
tron transfer from oxygen to Fe atom could be occurred.
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